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Que fait-on de 
l’eau ?



• Utilisation de 
l’eau pour 
l’alimentation





De l’eau pour produire de 
l’énergie (hydroélectricité)



La navigation fluviale





Dubai, 1950- 2020





Qu’est-ce que le 
GIEC et que dit-il ?



Le GIEC (1) 

Groupe d'experts intergouvernemental sur 
l'évolution du climat, fondé en 1988 par 
l’ONU, dans le cadre du Programme des 
Nations Unies pour l’Environnement et 

le Developpement

[Il] a pour mission d’évaluer, sans parti pris 
et de façon méthodique, claire et objective, 

les informations d’ordre scientifique, 
technique et socio-économique qui nous 
sont nécessaires pour mieux comprendre 

les risques liés au réchauffement 
climatique d’origine humaine, cerner plus 

précisément les conséquences possibles de 
ce changement et envisager d’éventuelles 
stratégies d’adaptation et d’atténuation.



LE GIEC (2)

Il est composé de 195 Etats membres et 180 
organisations associées 

Il produit des rapports d’évaluation à intervalle 
régulier pour faire un point sur les connaissances :

1er rapport en 1990, sixième en cours de 
publication en 2022.

Ces rapports sont écrits par des scientifiques, avec 
un processus de relecture par le bureau du GIEC.

Il y a des sous-rapports et des rapports spéciaux..







Le travail des experts

Chapter 4: Water 5 16 5 19 Text This paragraph is not clear. It should be more specific on which fresh water abstraction is going to rise, hydroelectric or thermoelectric ? 
And the type of abstraction is very different between hydropower and thermoelectric power.

Chapter 4: Water 5 47 5 47 Text At the end, could we add, “to reduce vulnerability and improve resilience."
Chapter 4: Water 7 56 7 57 Text This sentence is true, but could we have that this situation, most of time, is not due to water scarcity, but lack of investment and governance 

issues.
Chapter 4: Water 12 27 12 29 Text The water demand is not necessarily connected to population growth. Water demand management policies, even in fast-growing countries, 

could stabilize and even reduce demand. The problem is more : who gets water ? how ? at what price ? cf L_42 “future socio-economic 
conditions are a key driver of water insecurity”

Chapter 4: Water 40 46 40 48 Text The sentence "the role played by ‘societal use’, which can lead to reduction in streamflows” is an understatement. Why “can lead” ?  
"societal water use" always at least to abstraction (which change the hydrological parameters – T°, TDS, Sediment load… pollutions) and 
streamflows reduction (mainly due to agricultural use). L 56-57. 

Chapter 4: Water 40 56 40 57 Text This is not true for major  major rivers, such as the Nile since 1970, or the Colorado river, the Orange River,  the Murray-Darling, the Rhône, 
the Ebro…..where streamflow patterns are totally disconnected to change in regional precipitation. Mega dams and interbasin transfers have 
totally disrupted the natural flows at intake points for cities/agriculture/industries...

Chapter 4: Water 46 6 46 9 Text This is not true for major  rivers, such as the Nile since 1970, or the Colorado river, the Orange River,  the Murray-Darling, the Rhône, the 
Ebro…..where streamflow patterns are totally disconnected to change in regional precipitation. Mega dams and interbasin transfers have 
totally disrupted the natural flows at intake points for cities/agriculture/industries...

Chapter 4: Water 47 18 47 22 Text Numerous studies have shown that "'land and river management are often the main cause of increased damage due to floods'
Chapter 4: Water 70 27 70 31 Text A global study on sedimentary budget and "crisis" in major rivers has been published in 2019. Bravard, J.P (2019) : Sedimentary Crisis at the 

Global Scale 1 and 2, ISTE_Wiley.

Large Rivers, from Abundance to Scarcity
Chapter 4: Water 76 21 76 28 Text Most of the changes in the agricultural sector are not directly related to climate or water availability, but to changes in water policies. Is it

especially evident in Europe and the Americas, where the agricultural sector is mostly dependent to macro-economic policies and where
water availability is not governed by climate, but laws and regulations.

Chapter 4: Water 98 28 98 29 Text "170 millions people are estimated to be affected by extreme drought trhout the 21st century". This sentence is not clear. Is it every year on 
average ? what is "extreme drought" in  this case  ? if it is permanent state, it is not a “drought”, but “extreme water scarcity”.

Chapter 4: Water 106 39 106 41 Text The relation between conflict and cooperaiton in water related issues is indeed very complex. A study has been done by N. Mirumachi, 
showing that in major river basins, conflict and cooperation do coexist. Mirumachi, Transboundary Water Politics in the Developing World, 
Routledge, 2015

Chapter 4: Water 0 0 0 0 Text General comment : First of all, I want to thank the authors for this amazing document and all the insights on climate change and water. It
acknowledges very well the unequal social impacts of global warming water resources, and how the poorests will be mostly affected by
future floods and droughts..But, from the social science point of view, it seems that this report does not take enough into account some
major advances in water research in social sciences. A vast amount of research, following the seminal work of D. Mosse (The Rule of Water,
2003), have shown that most of the water-related problems are not directly to natural water availability, but to unequal water access. Water
is deeply embedded in the social fabric, and multiple studies in geography, sociology, anthropology have shown than that the hydrological
cycle is not in a natural state, but deeply impacted by the Anthropocene (see for instance paper in Water Alternatives). For instance,
scholars such as J. Budds, J. Linton or R. Boelens have shown that in order to solve water problems, one should not take into account only
the hydrological cycle, but the “hydro-social cycle”. (Jamie Linton, Jessica Budds, The hydrosocial cycle: Defining and mobilizing a relational-
dialectical approach to water, Geoforum, Volume 57, 2014) This is not to minimize the role of climate change in water security issues, but to
underline that its role is always mediated by water policies. Only in very limited places people have “direct” access to water resources. Most
of the time, water access is mediated by a huge techno-political apparatus (dams, canals, water laws) which is loosely linked to “natural”
condition. I would thus suggest adding in the introduction that the water cycle is already highly disturbed by human activities and that the
natural flows (water, sediment, nutrients) in most rivers is heavily impacted by human activities. This induces, combined with
underinvestment and political social inequality in water access, water insecurity. Climate change will not only disturb natural precipitation
patterns, but destabilize the huge technical apparatus that control water, which is in some places already in huge stress (cf. Cape Town “day
zero”).











Quels défis
pour l’eau au 
XXI siècle ?



Défi 1 : Assurer 
l’accès à l’eau
potable et à 
l’assainissement
600 millions de 
personnes n’ont pas un 
accès “minimal” à l’eau
potable
3 milliards n’ont pas un 
accès satisfaisant
comme en Europe.





• Défi 2. Nourrir les 
hommes

• 40 % de la 
production agricole
mondiale vient de 
l’agriculture
irriguée.

• 70 % de l’eau
utilisée dans le 
monde est destinée
à l’agriculture



Défi n°3 Préserver l’environnement



Je vous 
remercie pour 
votre attention


